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S N I D E R  S C H O O L  O F  M U S I C
www.sniderschoolofmusic.com   info@sniderschoolofmusic.com 

3225 Yonge St. Toronto, ON M4N 2L3 (416) 483.6927

Private Music Lessons in The Heart of Toronto
 Private 1-on-1 Lessons
 Any Style, Any Level
 7 Days A Week
 Day Time & Late Night
 Rock Band Group 

Classes Available

WE TEACH: 
Acoustic / Electric Guitar, Bass, Piano, 
Vocal, Drums, Saxophone, Clarinet, 
Flute, Trumpet, Trombone, Violin, Viola, 
Cello, Digital Music, Recording, 
Composition, Harmony, Theory

Building Brighter Futures™

21 Ascot Avenue, Toronto ON   416.631.0082   hudsoncollege.ca

honesty matters 

J K  t o  G r a d e  1 2  C o - E d  S c h o o l

O P E N  H O U S E  D A T E S
Saturday October 24 from 12 - 4pm

Saturday November 7 from 12 - 4pm
Saturday November 21 from 12 - 4pm

To book an appointment and personal tour, contact our
Admissions Department at 416.631.0082, x106

in a single evening.
“I find it really hampers artistic cre-

ativity when a kid has to choose,” Hewitt 
says. “If a kid is a basketball player, a band 
member, and loves to act, we try to find 
a way for them to do all three of those 
things.”

“This year we have kids who, when 
they’re done their big scene or two in the 
musical as an actor, throw on their uni-
form during a scene change and run out 
and play in the pit band,” she says.

Paul Pietrkiewicz, the head of St. 
Michael’s College School’s music program, 
says that if parents are considering a par-
ticular school for their artistic child, they 
should begin by attending one of its events.

“Go to their concert. Go to their play. 
See what they’re doing,” he says. “What is 
the performance level required by the stu-
dents? What are they actually putting out?”

In St. Michael’s case, the school’s 12 
bands get plenty of opportunities to per-
form each year, with the senior band play-
ing for the homecoming concert in Sep-
tember, a Christmas concert in November, 
a spring concert that runs April or May, 
and four masses during the major feast 
days over the course of the year.

The school also features junior and 
senior jazz ensembles, with the cafeteria 
turning into a jazz club, Club Blue Note, 
for one evening every year to showcase 
them.

While St. Michael’s doesn’t have a 
formal drama program — the school 
isn’t semestered, and Pietrkiewicz doubts 
there would be room on the schedule 
— its impressive 440-seat facility, the St. 
Michael’s College School Centre for the 
Arts, has housed many an extracurricular 
production.

The school performs two shows every 
year: a play — which can range from light-
hearted comedy or farce to serious drama 
— and a musical, which for this year will 
be Arthur Miller’s The Crucible in the fall 
and Oklahoma in April.

“We’ve had a very longstanding history 

of excellent productions here,” Pietrkiewicz 
says. “I don’t mean to brag, but people 
have said that they’re comparable to any-
thing they’ve seen out in the professional 
world.”

TFS art teacher Vesna Marcovic recom-
mends that parents find out where alumni 
have gone after graduating if they can.

Numerous TFS students have graduated 
from the school’s intensive IB art program 
and moved onto prestigious universities in 
both New York City and overseas, she says.

It’s not hard to see why: TFS’s pres-
tigious IB arts program, which includes 
three university-calibre components and 
culminates in a show at the end of the 
schoool year, can be as difficult as it is 
impressive.

The first component, worth 20 percent 
of a student’s mark, is a research paper com-
paring different cultures, artists, and their 
work hopefully while influencing their own 
work along the way, Marcovic says.

The second component, worth 40 per-
cent, requires students to produce between 
11 and 15 works for a professional port-
folio, which is then graded by an outsider 
who analyzes the pieces for personal devel-
opment and variety of material.

Finally, a third 40 percent component is 
dedicated to recording the creative process, 
with students expected to write notes both 
about their experimentation and to record 
the ideas behind their decisions, Marcovic 
says. The reason for the documentation is 
functional as well as educational: the exter-
nal examiners will only be able to evaluate 
their creative process if it was properly 
recorded along the way.

The result is a dose of the professional 
art world before the student has even grad-
uated from high school.

“They learn how to reflect on their 
learning habits and abilities, and find ways 
of creating, progressing, improving, and 
challenging themselves,” Marcovic says. 
“They’re young, but those skills — recog-
nition, reflection, and learning new habits 
and abilities — are huge.”

mentorship,” Alonso says. “Let’s say a stu-
dent’s in Grade 5 and they’re really excel-
ling, they’re invited to join the Grade 6 
band, or sometimes even the Grade 7 and 
8 band. We’ve actually had a grade six stu-
dent playing with our high school band.”

For the extracurricular senior produc-
tions, which include students from Grades 7 
through 12 and have been musicals for the 
past two years, the students not only play 
roles on stage and behind the scenes, they 
make up the 15-person pit band as well.

Sometimes they’ll even play both roles 

“They’re young, 
but those skills 
— recognition, 
reflection, and 
learning new  

abilities — are huge.”

Finding the school where 
your child’s interest in science, 
technology, engineering  
and math can thrive
ERIC EMIN WOOD
Town Crier

Joanna Severino knows firsthand how 
difficult it can be to find the right 
school for a child who’s already start-
ed counting ducks, experimenting 

with vinegar and baking soda, or asking 
how a computer works.

Before her son Nathan, now nine, started 
junior kindergarten he was already demon-
strating an apititude for the so-called STEM 
subjects — Science, Technology, Engineer-
ing and Math. But as the owner of PREP-
SKILLS, a private tutoring company that 
connects parents across the city with private 
and independent schools and universities, 
Severino also knew that a school adver-
tising a STEM program meant little more 
than someone on its marketing team being 
familiar with a buzzword.

And so, with a list of contacts, crite-
ria, and Nathan in tow, Severino began 
researching and visiting independent 
schools, looking for the right STEM pro-
gram to accommodate her son.

“Number one, I wanted an elementary 
school experience for him,” she says. So any 
school with classes above Grade 8 was out.

Her second most important criterion 
was finding a school that would encourage 
Nathan’s energetic, inquisitive — and easily 

bored — method of learning. She found it 
at the Sterling Hall School, a JK to Grade 8 
all-boy’s private school in the city’s Yorkdale 
neighbourhood.

“Being a teacher myself for nearly 20 
years, I really do believe that boys and girls 
learn differently,” Severino says. “I didn’t 
set out looking for an all-boys school, but it 
was definitely the right fit for Nathan at the 
time.”

It’s important to note that Severino 
wasn’t convinced at first: One of the first 
elements of Sterling Hall that she noticed 
were the beanbag chairs in the classrooms.

“I’m not a huge proponent of that kind 
of free-for-all, wander-the-room-and-do-as-
you-please sort of environment,” she says.

But in actually observing some classes, 
Severino soon learned that not only did 
Sterling Hall provide relaxing elements in 
its classrooms, but structure as well.

“They’ve been able to mesh the two 
worlds together really nicely, so there’s that 
structured time of ‘sit in your seat,’ and then 
that free element where you can go ahead 
and read over there,” she says. “It’s a nice 
balance that works really well, and espe-
cially for someone like Nathan, who really 
thrives in getting that intellectual challenge.”

Sterling Hall mathematics coordinator 
Nimisha Keswani would likely applaud 
Severino’s decisions: she suggests that par-
ents researching private and independent 
schools for their STEM-inclined students 
how a school’s academic programs meet the 
needs of different learners. 

“They need to know how the school they 
send their children to is going to address a 
visual learner, or a kinesthetic learner, or an 
auditory learner, or I have a boy who just 

The STEM experience

Continued on next page

Continued from previous page

ON STAGE: Student actors performing at Newton’s Grove School.
PHOTO COURTESY NEWTON’S GROVE SCHOOL

LEARNING FROM THE EXPERT: Dr. Darrell Tan, St. Michael’s Hospital researcher and graduate of 
University of Toronto Schools speaks to a biology class at UTS.                                               PHOTO COURTESY UTS
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You can't change the wind...but you can 
adjust the sails.

Neurofeedback plus coaching in Learning Strategies
can provide a lasting improvement in learning.

Research results are available.

Director:  Dr. Lynda M. Thompson (416) 488-2233
Co-author with pediatrician Wm. Sears of The A.D.D. Book

www.adcentre.com

Which one has ADD?

Achieving below potential?
• Attention Span is Short
• Distractibility
• Difficulty Organizing &
 Completing Work
• Impulsivity
• Learning Difficulties
• Asperger’s syndrome www.addcentre.com

Achieving below potential?
• Attention Span is Short
• Distractibility
• Difficulty Organizing &  

Completing Work
• Impulsivity
• Learning Difficulties
• Asperger’s Syndrome
• Concussion

Three A+ students

SCHOOL 
EVENTS • OPEN HOUSE: October 21 and October 24

develop

thr ve

www.montcrest.on.ca

discover

Montcrest
School

a crucial foundation 
needed for math classes 
beyond Grade 5.

The third component 
is “a directive lesson, 
which for boys who are 
active and can’t really 
sit still for too long, we 
make sure is contained 
to 15 or 20 minutes 
max,” she says.

The fourth is an 
activity involving games 
or partners; and finally 
the fifth component is 
independent practice, 
during which teachers 
can monitor how each 
boy is progressing indi-
vidually, and the boys 
who learn more slowly 
can receive help from 
their advanced peers.

“It’s been really suc-
cessful,” Keswani says. 
“The boys seem to really 
love it because it’s very 
active, but still allows 
them to build a lot of their knowledge 
and creative learning.”

One other suggestion she offers to 
parents is that they make sure the commu-
nication line between home and school is 
strong.

“We offer literacy and numeracy infor-
mation sessions to parents in the evenings, 
just to teach them the things they can do 
to make sure all the great learning that’s 
happening in class isn’t lost when they go 
home,” she says.

One of the key reasons STEM has come 
to the forefront of modern education is the 
lack of women in jobs involving science, 
technology, engineering and math, with 
studies showing that what begins as an 
equal number of boys and girls interested 
in math and science gradually tapers until 
women are holding less than 20% of com-
puter science or engineering degrees, and 
fewer still have related jobs.

In response to this worrying trend, 
North Toronto all-girls’ school Havergal 
College has become a leader among Toron-
to secondary schools in integrating STEM 
into its classes, while its junior school was 
one of the first in Toronto to hire a STEM 
coordinator: Darryl Reiter, a former geo-
physicist who helps Havergal’s teachers 
incorporate science, technology and math 
into their lessons.

“There are so many domains within sci-
ence, you can’t expect all of your teachers 
to have familiarity with everything,” Reiter 
says. “Having somebody with a background 
in science, who can remember the differ-
ence between igneous, metamorphic and 
sedimentary rocks and how to identify 
them, really makes the learning experience 
more authentic for the kids, I think.”

In addition to rocks and minerals, Reiter 
has helped Grade 4 teachers give lessons in 
pulleys, gears, and habitats; Grade 5 teach-
ers with lessons involving structures, matter 

and energy, and the biology of the human 
body; and Grade 6 teachers with lessons on 
electricity, biodiversity, space and flight.

“They’re such great topics,” he says. “The 
kids are so inquisitive … and they’re at the 
age where they can ask good questions and 
you can have deep conversations.” 

But he keeps going back to the rock and 
mineral example, because a 22-acre campus 
makes hands-on lessons in the subject par-
ticularly easy.

“We have these amazing grounds with 
a whole variety of these rocks,” Reiter says. 
“So we’ll go outside the classroom to look 
at them.”

University of Toronto Schools science 
department coordinator Anand Mahadevan 
does a lot of outreach with parents, and says 
that whether they choose to send their child 
to his school or not, he always encourages 
them to make sure they enroll their child 
in a failure-friendly program, especially if 
they’re focusing on science.

“The best place to fail is in the class-
room, because then you’ve got people who 
can actually help you figure out how to 
succeed,” he says. “Once they know failure 
is an option, they become more comfortable 
raising questions.”

And as any good scientist (or science 
enthusiast) knows, the backbone of good 
science is a constant willingness to ask 
questions.

“It’s really kind of fun to give students 
the resources they need and say, ‘you know 
what? If you really want to know more 
about HIV/AIDs, or you’re interested in 
this particular plant that’s used in Indian 
culture and its effects on cancer, then let’s 
help you find out what you want to find 
out,” Mahadevan says. “That’s usually when 
they’re like, ‘wait a minute. I need to learn 
how to actually do measurements. I need to 
learn scientific design. Can you help me do 
this?’ And then you’re golden.”

can’t sit still and needs to be lying down on 
the floor with his workbook,” she says.

At Sterling Hall, which developed a 
unique approach to math in 2012, students 
from junior kindergarten to Grade 5 follow 
a version of the Singapore math curricu-
lum, a teaching method that teaches pupils 
to learn and master fewer mathematical 
concepts than traditional instruction, but 
in greater detail, using an active, three-step 
learning process.

For Sterling’s take on the program, the 

boys are divided into small groups of around 
eight students each. The groups are fluid, 
with the boys sometimes grouped with other 
students who match their abilities, and at 
other times with students of differing abili-
ties. Finally, the groups are rotated between 
multiple teachers, each of them teaching one 
component in a five-part lesson.

The first component, Keswani says, is 
daily collaborative problem solving, during 
which the boys are encouraged to ask ques-
tions. The second is daily mental arithme-
tic, which she says provides the boys with 

Continued from previous page

HANDS ON: Junior school STEM coordinator Darryl Reiter 
works with Grade 2 students at Havergal College on their 
growth and change in animals unit.

PHOTO COURTESY SUSAN PINK/HAVERGAL COLLEGE

ERIC EMIN WOOD
Town Crier

The two-year-old iSTEAM pro-
gram in Riverdale’s Montcrest 
School, a co-ed school with that 
supports students from junior 

kindergarten to Grade 8, provides an 
especially particularly fascinating example 
of the two being merged into a single pro-
gram, explicitly adding Art to the familiar 
Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Math (the “i” stands for either Integrated 
Studies or Inquiry, depending on the situ-
ation).

“I feel that school should parallel the 
real world whenever possible,” Nicole 
Davies, Montcrest’s director of teaching 
and learning, says. “It should also be a very 
engaging environment that invites inquiry 
and curiosity — and it can be really chal-
lenging to create that kind of sunny, rich 
environment when you’re just focused on 
one subject at a time.”

Since 2013, the iSTEAM program has 
been the cornerstone of Montcrest’s Grade 
6, 7 and 8 curriculum. At every grade, all 
three classes share a free period so they 

can collaborate on their latest projects.
For example, last year the Grade 7 

students had been studying water issues, 
both locally and globally, before joining in 
the annual TD Great Canadian Shoreline 
Cleanup.

They saw firsthand where Toronto’s 
water comes from and how it’s cleaned, 
before asking why so many people were 
dumping garbage there. Then, with help 
from Montcrest’s art teacher, they began 
picking up litter and making sculptures 
from it.

Montcrest science teacher Dan Bailey, 
who developed the iSTEAM program with 
four other teachers, says the goal of the 
iSteam program was to create “renaissance 
students who have a broad array of inter-
ests,” he says. 

“It doesn’t matter if they go into the 
arts or the sciences, they’re getting skills in 
understanding and appreciating of all of 
it,” Bailey says. “When they move into high 
school or into university they’ll understand 
that the tools that they use in history can 
be useful in science, and vice versa. And 
that their artistic skills can come out in 
many, many different ways as they progress 
through their education.”

Picking up steam: school adds 
art into science-tech program

BRIAN BAKER
Town Crier

The anxieties associated with 
trying out for a school’s var-
sity sports team are best left 
at the gym doors.

That’s the sentiment Appleby Col-
lege of Oakville, Crescent School of 
Teddington Park and St. Clement’s of 
North Toronto share.

An ultimate goal is to introduce 
those students making the transition 
from the middle school to the upper 
school to new sports, and to return 
to the basics when teaching their new 
charges the milieus of their chosen 
teams.

Milieus, or sports venues, are an 

obstacle that Beth Will, athletics direc-
tor at all-girls school St. Clement’s, has 
had to overcome.

But they have done so with such an 
amiable nature, reaching out to the sur-
rounding community to borrow time at 
a baseball diamond, drink the spirited 
nectar of swimming pools and skate on 
the frozen ponds of local rinks. 

“The thing that we’re really proud of 
is how well we do without having those 
facilities. We are so competitive within 
our leagues,” Will said. “We do a great 
job of using our community, which has 
worked really well for our program, but 
it also shows the girls what’s out there, 
and teaches them about relationships.”

Those relationships stem back to 
when the girls tried out for teams in 

Inclusivity the key  
to local schools’ 

sports teams

SUPPORTIVE: The Appleby 
College Boys Rugby team 
reaches for new heights during 
a game. Continued on Page 14




